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Neural Reference Synthesis for Inter Frame Coding
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Abstract— This work proposes the neural reference synthesis (NRS) to generate high-fidelity reference block for motion
estimation and motion compensation (MEMC) in inter frame
coding. The NRS is comprised of two submodules: one for
reconstruction enhancement and the other for reference generation. Although numerous methods have been developed in the
past for these two submodules using either handcrafted rules or
deep convolutional neural network (CNN) models, they basically
deal with them separately, resulting in limited coding gains. By
contrast, the NRS proposes to optimize them collaboratively.
It first develops two CNN-based models, namely EnhNet and
GenNet. The EnhNet only uses spatial correlations within the
current frame for reconstruction enhancement and the GenNet
is then augmented by further aggregating temporal correlations
across multiple frames for reference synthesis. However, a direct
concatenation of EnhNet and GenNet without considering the
complex temporal reference dependency across inter frames
would implicitly induce iterative CNN processing and cause the
data overfitting problem, leading to visually-disturbing artifacts
and oversmoothed pixels. To tackle this problem, the NRS applies
a new training strategy to coordinate the EnhNet and GenNet
for more robust and generalizable models, and also devises a
lightweight multi-level R-D (rate-distortion) selection policy for
the encoder to adaptively choose reference blocks generated from
the proposed NRS model or conventional coding process. Our
NRS not only offers state-of-the-art coding gains, e.g., >10%
BD-Rate (Bjøntegaard Delta Rate) reduction against the High
Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) anchor for a variety of common
test video sequences encoded at a wide bit range in both low-delay
and random access settings, but also greatly reduces the complexity relative to existing learning-based methods by utilizing more
lightweight DNNs. All models are made publicly accessible at
https://github.com/IVC-Projects/NRS for reproducible research.
Index Terms— Inter prediction, reconstruction enhancement,
reference generation, neural reference synthesis.

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

NTER prediction plays a vital role for efficient video compression by exploiting the temporal redundancy [1]. Blockbased motion estimation and motion compensation (MEMC)
has been widely adopted in the inter prediction of many
popular standards from MPEG-2 video [2] to recently emerged
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VVC (Versatile Video Coding) [3]. The fundamental problem
behind is to find the optimal prediction block with the least
rate-distortion (R-D) cost J . Towards this goal, operational
Lagrangian optimization is often utilized [4] to minimize
 b p + r̂) + λ · (Rr + Rh ).
J = D(b,

(1)

Here, we use b for the original vectorized pixel block and b p
for its temporal prediction from the reconstructed reference.
Rr and Rh are the entropy or bit rates for quantized predictive
 b p ) and associated signaling overhead (e.g.,
residual r̂ = Q(b−
displaced motion vector difference, block partition, and prediction mode), respectively. In the meantime, D(, ) is used for
distortion measurement, e.g., mean squared error (MSE), Q(, )
represents the quantization process, and λ is the Lagrangian
multiplier.
Observation: Over decades, tremendous efforts have been
made to obtain a more precise prediction b p for less bit
rate consumption and higher reconstruction quality. Among
them, suppressing the artifacts for less noise and synthesizing
reference for more accurate prediction are two effective ways
in practice.
Conventionally, on the one hand, compression artifacts induced by the block-based motion compensation/transformation and residual coefficient quantization
inevitably introduce various visually-disturbing impairments
like blocking, ringing, and blurring. Thus, adaptive filters,
e.g., in-loop deblocking filter [5] and sample adaptive offset
(SAO) [6], have been included in coding loop to alleviate
these artifacts. The use of these filters not only enhances
the quality of reconstructed frames with better perceptual
sensation, but also improves the coding performance due
to the noise suppression. On the other hand, the camera
noise and movement (in acquisition) may sometimes lead to
signal aliasing, which could not guarantee the ideal motion
compensation in inter coding under the translational motion
model assumption. Therefore, fractional interpolation filters
are deployed in MEMC for further R-D performance improvement [7], and long-term neighbors [8] with multi-hypothesis
prediction (e.g., generalized B-picture [9]) are also used to
tackle the complex motion across temporal frames.
In addition to those rule-based algorithms, built upon
the advances in deep learning, recent years have witnessed
an unprecedented growth of learning-based approaches for
improving the MEMC efficiency. These learning-based methods rely on the powerful capacity of deep neural networks (DNNs) to exploit pixel or feature correlations in
spatial and/or temporal dimensions. As a result, they can
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generate better reconstructions [10]–[14]1 and produce more
accurate reference block samples via spatial interpolation
or spatiotemporal synthesis [16]–[24]. Experimental results
show that remarkable performance gains are reported over
the conventional rule-based algorithms but at the expense of
using complex convolutional neural network (CNN) models
with excessive layers and tens of millions of parameters.
Moreover, adaptive filtering-based reconstruction enhancement [5], [25] and interpolation/extrapolation/synthesis-based
reference generation [20]–[24], [26] are separately developed
in existing video codecs using either conventional rules or
data-driven learning techniques. This is because suppressing
compression artifacts and (possible) signal aliasing are of
different purposes, leading to distinctive designs (e.g., the
state-of-the-art multi-frame in-loop filtering (MIF) [25] for
reconstruction enhancement and virtual reference frame (VRF)
for reference synthesis [20]). By contrast, given that we
eventually wish to obtain the optimal b p for the best R-D performance, we propose to optimize the reconstruction enhancement and subsequent reference generation collaboratively.
Contribution: We develop the Neural Reference Synthesis
(NRS), which is comprised of two sub-modules: one is termed
as EnhNet for filtering the reconstructed frames and the other
is called GenNet for reference frame generation using filtered
reconstructions. However, simply concatenating the EnhNet
and GenNet will incur a data overfitting problem and produce
oversmoothed reconstructions, yielding severe visual distortion
(see Fig. 6). To address this problem, our NRS adopts a
collaborative optimization approach. It first applies the training
strategies to coordinate EnhNet and GenNet for more robust
and generalizable models, and then devises the multi-level R-D
selection to let the encoder choose better reference blocks from
either the frame synthesized by NRS or the reconstructions
generated by conventional coding process.
Specifically, in EnhNet, we just utilize spatial correlations
(or priors) within the current frame for reconstruction enhancement. One reason is that previous attempts that employ either
rule-based or learning-based algorithms for reconstruction
enhancement have already demonstrated convincing coding
gains using only spatial priors. Although a joint use of temporal and spatial priors could further improve the enhancement
performance, it increases the computational burden. Moreover,
since subsequent reference generation and motion estimation
will exploit the temporal correlation, we could potentially
avoid the over-utilization of temporal information if EnhNet
is limited to spatial prior exploration only.
Recalling that the filtered reconstruction may be referenced
by future frames, iterative filtering on the same reference
block would inevitably occur across temporal frames, yielding
oversmoothed pixels, e.g., cartoonish effect reported in [27].
This iterative CNN processing would potentially lead to the
data overfitting problem. Thus, we apply the progressive
training strategy by step-wisely adding filtered samples into
the training dataset to derive a more reliable EnhNet model.
1 The terminology “better” for quality evaluation is often quantitatively
measured by PSNR (Peak to Signal Noise Ratio) or MS-SSIM (Multiscale
Structural Similarity) [15] and qualitatively assessed by human subjects.

Upon the filtered reconstruction, we further apply GenNet
to produce more accurate references for MEMC. In this
step, temporal coherency is considered. We first implement
the flow-based alignment on preceding temporal frames for
warping. Then, the warped frames are used to synthesize a
new reference frame. At last, we inject several convolutional
layers to attenuate pixel mismatch errors induced by imperfect
temporal alignment and object occlusion. To effectively learn
the GenNet model while taking the impact of EnhNet into
account, we further apply the cycle consistency training strategy to tackle the data overfitting again since filtered samples
may be interpolated/extrapolated for reference generation, and
vice versa. As seen, the progressive training of EnhNet and
the cycle consistency training of GenNet are developed by
considering module interdependence.
When incorporating the NRS into video codecs, we suggest
a multi-level R-D selection policy. Specifically, we apply
a mean squared error (MSE) based frame-level R-D decision to select reconstructions filtered by either EnhNet or
default in-loop filters. Additionally, a collocated coding tree
unit (CTU) inferring is included in the CTU-level R-D decision
pipeline where the collocated CTU in the generated reference
frame is directly fetched as the prediction of current CTU without residual coding. As we can see, the proposed multi-level
R-D selection is lightweight without intensive computation.
Moreover, it enables the encoder to choose the R-D optimal
solution between the proposed NRS and the regular MEMC,
so that we can alleviate the iterative CNN processing and avoid
the data overfitting to some extent (see Fig. 6).
To illustrate the efficiency of our proposed NRS, we embed
it into the HEVC reference software HM 16.92 and conduct
comparative studies to existing algorithms. When compared
to the HEVC anchors under common test conditions in both
low-delay P (LDP) and random access (RA) settings, the NRS
provides more than 10% BD-Rate gains. In comparison to
state-of-the-art VRF [20] and MIF [25] that both learn the spatiotemporal information from multiple frames to improve the
inter prediction efficiency, our NRS not only offers superior
coding efficiency but also requires much less computational
consumption. For instance, the NRS achieves 10× model
parameters reduction over the VRF. Besides, our multi-level
R-D selection is much more lightweight than the block-based
full R-D decision in MIF.
II. R ELATED W ORK
This section reviews relevant studies on in-loop reconstruction enhancement and reference frame generation. The
review will mainly emphasize on learning-based approaches
given that they have presented remarkable coding gains over
traditional rule-based algorithms.
A. Reconstruction Enhancement
As extensively reported, adaptive filters are applied in video
coding to attenuate the compression artifacts of reconstructions, thus providing a better temporal prediction. In principle,
2 https://vcgit.hhi.fraunhofer.de/jct-vc/HM
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artifact suppression methods aim to restore original pixels as
much as possible. To this end, many earlier explorations are
proposed to leverage the spatial priors in the current frame,
such as the local structural pattern and texture distribution. The
traditional methods are typical examples which analyze the
block edges and non-edges to determine the filtering intensity
for processing [5], [6].
Single-Frame Filtering via Spatial Prior Learning:
Recently, a variety of DNNs have been devised in a
supervised manner to learn local filters for reconstruction
enhancement [10], [11], [13]. Experimental results
demonstrated that these learning-based filters show promising
coding efficiency improvements in comparison to traditional
handcrafted algorithms. Thus, video standardization
committees, such as the Joint Video Exploration Team
(JVET), Alliance for Open Media (AOM), and Audio
and Video Coding Standard Workgroup of China (AVS),
dedicated numerous manpower to exploring the possibilities
and potentials for the standard adoption of learning-based
reconstruction enhancement techniques. The coding gains
introduced by these learning-based filters mainly come
from the deployment of various DNNs, which are able to
better exploit and model the data characteristics (e.g., spatial
correlations) via powerful nonlinear mappings.
Multi-Frame Filtering via Spatiotemporal Prior Learning:
On the other hand, video frames often exhibit high temporal coherency, e.g., object movement along with the motion
trajectory, suggesting that temporal priors can be aggregated
with aforementioned spatial priors to further enhance the
reconstruction quality [14], [28]–[32]. Generally, two steps
are proceeded to exploit the temporal coherency: 1) Align and
warp multiple frames for temporal consistency; 2) Fuse warped
frames for the final reconstruction. Note that the alignment
accuracy is important to the reconstruction quality. A variety
of frame alignment methods have been developed, including
the optical-flow-based methods [33]–[35], the kernel-based
methods [36], and the deformative convolution [31], [37],
to align/warp consecutive frames for enhancement.
In practice, the quality of video frames fluctuates temporally. One reason is that we often apply coarse quantization for
non-reference frames [9] and fine quantization for reference
frames to pursue an overall tradeoff on R-D efficiency. Thus,
some studies suggested using high-quality frames (i.e., coded
with fine quantization) to compensate low-quality frames
(i.e., coded with coarse quantization) and reported noticeable
objective and subjective quality improvement [14], [29].
B. Reference Generation
Following the discussions in the last section, in inter frame
coding, the filtered reconstruction will be used for MEMC
to produce prediction blocks for R-D optimization. Although
conventional adaptive filters could improve the reconstruction
quality, it cannot deal with some signal aliasing scenarios
triggered by complex motion displacements across temporal
frames and camera noises in acquisition, and the coding
efficiency of MEMC is therefore limited. To this end, fractional MEMC was introduced by applying the interpolation
technique [7] on reference blocks. Lately, DNNs are utilized
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to replace or improve traditional interpolation filters [16]–[18],
[38]–[41] to generate better interpolated references. These
DNN-based methods are all conducted in spatial domain,
aiming to infer the fractional samples of a reference block
from its integer samples.
Besides the spatial information, the temporal correlation
can also be utilized to interpolate/extrapolate a reference
block. Given two consecutive frames, frame interpolation
algorithms can produce a non-existing middle frame [36],
[42]–[46]. The main challenge in temporal reference interpolation/extrapolation is that the object motion across temporal frames often introduces occlusion, which is hard to be
compensated. Lately, attention mechanism was embedded in
the process of fusing multiple frames altogether to generate a better reference for encoding. For example, temporal
frames are utilized by rule-based weighted fusion [47] or
CNN models [20], [22], [23] to produce a “virtual frame”
or “virtual block” for inter frame coding. To further improve
the coding efficiency, possible filtering operations can be
augmented on the virtual frame as well [20] to handle
imperfect warping/fusion since it is difficult to guarantee
the pixel-accuracy frame alignment. Compared with rulebased solutions, DNN-based methods can model the temporal
coherency via data-driven learning better and generate more
accurate reference frames.
C. Data Overfitting Problem
Inter frame coding is essentially a global optimization
problem since one preceding frame may have a long-term
impact on the successive frames due to the temporal reference
dependency. This kind of temporal reference dependency is
complicated and difficult to replicate as the same when training
CNN models for video coding. A compromised solution is to
prepare ground-truth labels and their paired samples without
considering the reference dependency. In this way, sufficient
training pairs can be quickly generated and CNN models can
be directly trained. This model usually performs well in intra
frames (no temporal dependency) while suffers from severe
performance degradation in inter frames because it ignores
the iterative CNN processing incurred by temporal reference
dependency (and thus does not capture sufficient variations in
training). This is basically a data overfitting problem.
Our preliminary explorations [13], [48], [49] studied
this problem in the application of CNN-based in-loop
filtering. It was observed that both quantitative and qualitative
performance was severely deteriorated by the data overfitting
problem, resulting in visually-disturbing artifacts and
oversmoothed pixels. Such phenomenon would be severely
amplified if we involve more CNN models in inter frame
coding, as shown in Fig. 6. Thus, this work develops the
NRS with collaborative optimization to effectively handle the
data overfitting scenario where two CNN models are involved
in MEMC.
III. N EURAL R EFERENCE S YNTHESIS
A. Problem Statement
The reconstruction enhancement (i.e., filtering-based artifact suppression) and reference generation (i.e., interpolation/
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Fig. 1. Proposed Neural Reference Synthesis (NRS) for Inter Prediction.
The NRS mainly consists of a EnhNet model for reconstruction enhancement
and a GenNet model for reference generation. Through the collaborative
optimization, a.k.a., training strategy and multi-level R-D selection, we wish
to produce more accurate inter prediction b p by proactively attacking the data
overfitting problem that is potentially incurred by temporal referencing in inter
frame coding.

extrapolation/weighted fusion) techniques can noticeably
improve the inter coding efficiency. However, most recently
emerged neural models deal with these two problems separately. It is also worth pointing out that those models with
outstanding performance, such as the MIF in [25] for reconstruction enhancement and the VRF in [20] for reference frame
generation, rely heavily on the characterization of spatiotemporal information from large-scale training labels. Hence, the
DNNs involved often come with a large number of layers and
millions of parameters.
Given that the inter frame coding is basically searching for
a reference block that offers the optimal R-D efficiency, it is
straightforward to consider the reconstruction enhancement
and reference generation altogether. One naive way is to
directly concatenate existing neural models (such as aforementioned MIF and VRF). However, this will trigger the data
overfitting problem due to iterative utilization of spatiotemporal information in inter prediction, yielding visually-disturbing
artifacts and oversmoothed reconstructions (see “EnhNet +
GenNet (a direct concatenation)” in Fig. 6).
This work proposes the NRS to intelligently coordinate
neural models of reconstruction enhancement and reference
generation altogether. To avoid potential data overfitting
induced by the temporal reference dependency in inter frame
coding, we suggest new training strategies of EnhNet and
GenNet and the multi-level R-D selection in encoder control.
In the following, details of NRS will be presented.
B. General Framework
Figure 1 embeds the NRS into a typical hybrid video
codec for inter frame coding. Specifically, the unfiltered
reconstruction is first processed by EnhNet and conventional
in-loop adaptive filters to produce two filtered representations
in parallel. A frame-level R-D decision is then applied to push
the representation having a smaller MSE to the original frame

into the decoded picture buffer for future reference. Allowing such a frame-level R-D decision can not only leverage
advantages from both existing handcrafted adaptive filters and
proposed learning-based EnhNet but also potentially avoid the
oversmoothing effect induced by iterative CNN processing,
especially at low bit rates (see Fig. 7).
Next, inter frame coding performs the model selection by
traversing all possible coding options and comparing their
R-D cost measured in (1). In this stage, we again apply
the CTU-level R-D selection to let the encoder choose the
optimal prediction block from the original filtered frame or
the intelligently-fused representation using multiple preceding
frames or intra-predicted samples using spatial neighbors. The
proposed GenNet is devised for this multi-frame fusion to
synthesize a virtual frame. Since the multi-frame synthesis,
which relies on the temporal alignment and warping, already
makes efforts to generate the reference signal with the consideration of object motion, we simply suggest the collocated
CTU inferring3 without additional motion and residual coding.
A 1-bit flag is used to signal this collocated CTU inferring,
and the distortion is measured between the fused reconstruction and the original CTU block. With the collocated CTU
inferring, the encoder will not require an expensive motion
search upon the synthesized reference. The same methodology
is also employed in [20].
As seen, the combination of frame-level MSE-based R-D
decision and collocated CTU inferring, referred to as the multilevel R-D selection, allows the encoder to select reference
blocks from the NRS or the regular inter MEMC adaptively.
As such, we avoid using only the NRS-derived reference and
mitigate the data overfitting problem to some extent.
C. EnhNet for Reconstruction Enhancement
The EnhNet model is applied to alleviate the blocking and
ringing artifacts incurred by the quantization and block-based
processing.
EnhNet Basics. Recently emerged DNNs have shown their
superior capabilities of capturing the content characteristics
through embedding the structural and texture information into
latent feature space. One prevailing example is the residual
deep network (ResNet) [50], which has been widely adopted
in both high-level and low-level vision tasks as the backbone
network model. The native ResNet is also employed in our
EnhNet.
Additionally, we introduce wide-activation mechanism that
has been used for compressed image restoration [51] and
super-resolution [52] into ResNet to enlarge its receptive field.
For such a wide-activation ResNet (WA-ResNet), the number
of convoluted channels is increased before activation and
decreased after activation. In comparison to the conventional
ResNet, WA-ResNet lets more features pass through the
activation function to achieve better non-linear mapping and
information aggregation. Our previous work [53] has shown
that WA-ResNet yielded higher reconstruction quality and less
3 We use CTU here because the HEVC uses CTU as the basic coding unit.
The proposed methodology is applicable to other standards by aligning their
basic coding units, e.g., the macroblock (MB) in H.264/AVC.
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Fig. 2. EnhNet. (a) Overall structure which stacks N WA-ResNet blocks; (b) Details of each WA-ResNet where K times recurrency link is applied. In our
experiments, N is set as 8 and K is set as 2.

complexity, e.g., ≈0.05 dB PSNR gains and the number of
ResNet blocks halved.4
Furthermore, the emergence of brain-inspired explorations
suggests that the recurrence mechanism plays a vital role in
visual information understanding. Recent studies demonstrate
the object recognition efficiency of a shallow DNNs with
recurrence could be competitive to those well-engineered models having tens of feedforward layers [54], [55]. This implies
that applying the recurrence in DNNs helps aggregate the
meaningful and important information in latent feature space.
Thus, we are inspired to incorporate the recurrence connection
in each WA-ResNet block. Specifically, the output of each
WA-ResNet block is sent back to this WA-ResNet again as
a new input. Each WA-ResNet block is repeated K times.
In our experiments, we set K = 2. As such, we have observed
≈0.05 dB PSNR improvement on reconstructed frames.
Figure 2 illustrates the structure of our proposed EnhNet,
in which we cascade N (N = 8 in our experiments) recurrent
WA-ResNet blocks to perform the reconstruction enhancement. With proposed wide-activation and recurrent schemes,
EnhNet has shown remarkable efficiency in compression artifacts suppression, as verified in Sect. V. Moreover, it requires
fewer computational resources and reports faster training
convergence.
D. GenNet for Reference Generation
Our proposed GenNet is used to generate a new
reference frame for inter prediction. Often times, multiple
preceding frames are used for this generation, including multihypothesis-based adaptive weighting [56], [57] and learningbased fusion [20], [22], [23]. These methods are typically
evaluated by the R-D optimization in addition to the regular
MEMC. The proposed GenNet belongs to the learning-based
fusion category.
GenNet Basics. Accurate temporal alignment and warping
are key factors for the learning-based multi-frame fusion.
Additionally, fusion errors are inevitable because it is hard to
ensure the pixel-by-pixel matching. Therefore, the proposed
GenNet is devised with three consecutive parts (Fig. 3): flow
generating, warping, and enhancing. The flow generating part
utilizes explicit optical flows from two preceding frames at
displaying timestamp t + 1 and t − 1, i.e., Ft −1→t +1 and
Ft +1→t −1 , to align and warp decoded frames F̂t −1 and F̂t +1
for the generation of F̃t at current timestamp t. In warping,
4 Approximately, model parameters are halved as well.

a Mask is generated for weighted fusion. An additional
enhancing step is then augmented to F̃t to produce the final
synthesized reference Ftenc .
Specifically, for flow generating, we simplify the deep voxel
flow [46] to generate optical flows, as the layer structure
detailed in Table I. It is a ten-layer convolutional autoencoder
with a residual connection from the encoder to decoder.
Conventional warping operations are then fulfilled on flowwarped frames. At last, an enhancing module with eight
convolutional layers is applied. As will be demonstrated in
later discussions, other advanced models can be utilized [36],
[43] to further improve GenNet at the expense of increasing
computational resources.
IV. P ROPOSED T RAINING S TRATEGY
Training is another significant factor to derive robust neural
models. In general, we wish to train robust neural models that
can generalize themselves to a variety of scenarios without
data overfitting. Moreover, these models are expected to characterize the spatiotemporal correlations in latent features to
capture all kinds of structural and texture variations, thereby
achieving high-quality enhancement and accurate reference.
Note that we have devised two key submodules EnhNet
and GenNet in our NRS. The EnhNet targets to exploit the
spatial correlations within the current frame to enhance its
reconstruction quality, and subsequently, the GenNet aims to
process upon the enhanced reconstructions to further guarantee
the spatiotemporal coherency in generated reference blocks.
It is difficult for us to build exactly the same encoding environment off-line to train both EnhNet and GenNet models
in one shot because of the interdependency between them.
Therefore, the training of EnhNet and GenNet is intentionally placed in a sequential order in our implementation. For
example, when training EnhNet, we keep in mind that the
oversmoothing problem should be best avoided since filtered
reconstructions may be referenced by future frames and be
processed by CNN models again. Additionally, Given that
GenNet inputs filtered reconstructions to synthesize a new
reference, we should consider the potential impact of EnhNet
when training GenNet. To this end, we propose a new training
strategy including progressive training for EnhNet and cycle
consistency training for GenNet.
A. Progressive Training for EnhNet
We develop a progressive training strategy (Fig. 4) to learn
the EnhNet model. The basic idea is to mimic the temporal
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Fig. 3. GenNet which is comprised of three parts: flow generating, warping, and enhancing. The flow generating part generates optical flows Ft−1→t+1
and Ft+1→t−1 . Then the input frames Ft−1 and Ft+1 are warped using the flows and a preliminary frame Ft is generated. After enhancing Ft using stacked
convolutional layers, the final output Ftenc is obtained.
TABLE I
T HE S TRUCTURE OF F LOW G ENERATING N ETWORK IN GenNet

reference dependency in inter frame coding where the filtered
frame may be served as the reference for subsequent inter
prediction and then be processed by a serial convolutions in
either GenNet for reference block generation or EnhNet after
MEMC, as illustrated in Fig. 1, making oversmoothed samples
propagate across frames.
Step 1: The EnhNet first learns the mapping model C0
 This initial
between unfiltered reconstruction S0 and label L.
model C0 can be used for intra frame directly because there
exists no temporal reference dependency. But for inter frame
coding, it is possible that samples filtered by EnhNet will
be further used by the subsequent GenNet or EnhNet due
to temporal referencing, which however is not well studied
in existing methods. Consequently, the data oversmoothing
problem would be triggered due to the inconsistency between
the training (e.g., without the consideration of oversmoothing)
and inference (e.g., oversmoothing across inter frames). To
resolve this, we continue to the next step;
Step 2: As illustrated in Fig. 4, we apply the initial model C0
derived in Step 1 to filter S0 one time and a new set of frame
samples S1 is generated, i.e., S1 = C0 ( S0 ). Then, both S1 and
S0 are combined as a new dataset { S0 , S1 }. We randomly
sample the training samples from { S0 , S1 } to guarantee the
same data volume as the labels L for deriving a refined model
C1 . Later, C1 is used to filter S0 two times to progressively
generate S1 , i.e., S1 = C1 ( S0 ), and S2 , i.e., S2 = C1 (C1 ( S0 )).
We further collect { S0 , S1 , S2 } to form another training dataset
and also perform the random sampling to produce a new
 for the
training set that has the same size as the labels L,
training of a refined model C2 ; Model C2 is applied to filter
S0 triple times, yielding S1 = C2 ( S0 ), S2 = C2 (C2 ( S0 )), and
S3 = C2 (C2 (C2 ( S0 ))). The same procedure iterates n times
until we progressively reach the final model Cn .
It is worth pointing out that allowing iterative filtering on
S0 actually emulates the overfiltering process introduced by
the temporal reference dependency, and randomly sampling
from dataset { S0 , S1 , . . . , Sn−1 } resolves the data over-fitting
by augmenting a variety of filtering-induced sample variations.
As demonstrated in the later section, the progressive training
makes EnhNet more reliable and generalizable.

Fig. 4.
Progressive Training for EnhNet which includes two steps.
Step 1 utilizes unfiltered samples of reconstructed frame S0 and corresponding
labels L to train an initial model C0 . Step 2 uses C0 to filter S0 one
time to produce S1 and then a new dataset { S0 , S1 } is formed. This new
dataset is then employed to derive the model C1 . Step 2 could be repeated n
times until we progressively reach the final model Cn . By including filtered
samples (stepwisely) for data augmentation, we characterize the impact of
iterative filtering across inter frames (e.g., over-filtering) for model robustness
and generalization.

B. Cycle Consistency Training for GenNet
Despite that a number of effective frame synthesis models
have been developed, they mostly ignore the compression
noise [36], [42]–[46]. This work proposes to optimize the
reconstruction enhancement and reference generation by taking into account their interdependency. To this end, GenNet
and EnhNet are expected to work collaboratively within the
coding loop. Recalling that in the video encoder (see Fig. 1),
the synthesized reference block is used for MEMC first and
then possibly filtered again in the reconstruction enhancement
stage, and so forth. Apparently, the oversmoothing effect
would be induced by the iterative CNN processing across
temporally correlated frames, till the arrival of the next random
access unit.
Therefore, it is unwise to concatenate the EnhNet and
GenNet directly. Here, we introduce the cycle consistency
training strategy for GenNet while keeping the impact of
EnhNet in mind. More specifically, we input samples filtered
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V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
This section performs extensive experiments to showcase
the advantages of our proposed NRS in inter frame coding.
A. Test Settings

Fig. 5. Cycle Consistency Training for GenNet which includes three steps.
Step 1 trains a preliminary model. Step 2 utilizes the preliminary model to
complete a reverse frame synthesis operation and produces the synthesized
frame. CNN Transfer learning is employed from Step 1 to Step 2 for fast
convergence. Loss function enforces the synthesized frames of Step 1 and
Step 2 to be as close to the original frame as possible. Step 3 (not shown in
this figure) reuses the models from progressive training for fine-turning.

by EnhNet and apply the cycle consistency [44] for model
fine-tuning. The training procedure is presented step-by-step
below.
Step 1: As illustrated in Fig. 5, taking the hierarchical frame
interpolation as an example, we aim to obtain the virtual
F1 from existing frames F0 and F2 by applying the s1 loss
optimized interpolation model GenNet:
s1 = ||F1 − F1 ||1 .

(2)

Step 2: Leveraging the model in Step 1, we further synthesize the intermediate frame F0.5 between F0 and F1 , and F1.5
between F1 and F2 . Then, F0.5 and F1.5 are used to produce an
alternative F1 . Ideally, both F1 and F1 shall be as close to the
original frame as possible to ensure the smooth and coherent
spatiotemporal variations across temporal frames. Thus, the
cycle consistency loss is given as:
s2 = ||F1 − F1 ||1 + ||F1 − F1 ||1 .

(3)

We apply transfer learning to map the GenNet model from
Step 1 to Step 2. All three GenNets used in Step 2 (Fig. 5)
share the same parameters. The cycle consistency training
utilizes a forward and backward training manner to proceed
with the impact incurred by iterative convolutions in multiple
neural models, so that the model could potentially solve the
overfiltering problem. Note that in this step, we use original
frames (without compression) to derive a compression-noisefree GenNet model.
Step 3: We compress the original frames in the training dataset and produce corresponding reconstructed frames.
These reconstructed frames are first filtered using the EnhNet
model Cn and then added into the training dataset to fine-tune
the model from Step 2. As such, the final GenNet model is
generated. The fine-turning process also follows the procedure
in Step 2.

1) Training Dataset: To train EnhNet, we used the
DIV2K [58] that includes 1000 images as our training set.
These images were encoded with HM16.9 under all intra
configuration with default settings except that the in-loop
filters (including deblocking filter and SAO) were turned off.
As such, we obtained unfiltered images as training samples.
We trained five models for QPs at 22, 27, 32, 37, and 42. Note
that we followed the proposed progressive training method to
generate final models. The specific number of iteration times
of each model depends on QP values. In this work, we iterated
2 times for QP values 22 and 27 and 5 times for QP values
32, 37, and 42. The produced models were employed to test in
both LDP and RA configurations. The BD-Rate (Bjøntegaard
Delta Rate) was used for coding performance evaluation.
For the training of GenNet, we collected 465 uncompressed
video sequences and randomly selected four to five training
groups from each sequence. Each group includes 3 successive
frames. As a result, a total of 2000 groups were obtained.
Moreover, we selected 30000 groups of frames from the triplet
dataset of Vimeo-90k [35],5 which is specifically built for
frame interpolation/extrapolation. The triplet dataset totally
consists of 73171 3-frame sequences with a fixed resolution
at 448 × 256. In the end, we had 32000 3-frame videos in our
training dataset. We then used this dataset to train GenNet
following the proposed cycle consistency strategy. We trained
five models with QPs at 22, 27, 32, 37, and 42 for frame
extrapolation in LDP configuration and five models for frame
interpolation in RA configuration.
2) Test Dataset: The 18 test sequences selected by the
Joint Collaborative Team on Video Coding (JCT-VC) for
video codec testing and quality assessment were used for
testing. Note that these sequences are excluded in our training
dataset. We basically followed the common test conditions
(CTC) [59] used for HEVC standardization to collect the R-D
performance across QPs at 22, 27, 32, and 37. The anchor
was set by encoding the test sequences using default HEVC
configurations, a.k.a., HEVC anchor for short.
3) Training Environment: Our training and test were conducted on computers with an Intel i9-9900K CPU at 3.6 GHz,
32 GB of main memory, and a 2080Ti GPU. In the training,
images were divided into 256 × 256 patches. Every 8 patches
formed a batch for training. Adam [60] optimizer was used for
optimization and the initial learning rate was set as 10−4 . The
code and models of our GenNet and EnhNet are available at
our website https://github.com/IVC-Projects/NRS.
B. Overall Performance
1) Quantitative Evaluation: First, we reported the coding
gains when incorporating the proposed NRS into the HEVC
5 http://toflow.csail.mit.edu/
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TABLE II
BD-R ATE (%) G AINS OF THE NRS AND I TS C OMPARISON TO VRF [20]: B OTH N ORMAL QP S {22, 27, 32, 37} AND
L ARGE QP S {27, 32, 37, 42} A RE E VALUATED

reference model HM16.9. A popular encoder setting, e.g.,
RA configuration, was evaluated.
In Table II, our NRS offered 10.27% BD-Rate reduction
on average. In addition to QPs applied in CTC, we tested
another set of larger QPs as well, i.e., QPs at 27, 32, 37, and
42. For simplicity, we called them Normal QPs and Large
QPs, respectively. For Large QPs, coding gains introduced by
the NRS are improved about another ≈1%, having 11.76%
against the HEVC anchor. This is mainly because the NRS
could provide better reference samples by removing more
artifacts and ensuring more accurate MEMC for larger QPs
that present heavier quantization noise. On the other hand,
this also reveals that our NRS generalizes itself to a wide bit
rate range, showing promising application prospects.
To have an intuitive understanding of how significant this
≈10% BD-Rate improvement is, we offer an alternative point
of view. Recently, the successor of the HEVC, a.k.a., VVC,
was approved with another 50% BD-Rate gain against the
HEVC anchor. Most adopted tools provide less than 3%
BD-Rate gains [61]. Among them, adaptive loop filter (ALF)
offers about 8% BD-Rate improvement upon the VVC reference software backbone that adopts better motion and texture
models (e.g., quadtree plus binary tree partition, advanced
motion inference, and fine-grained directional intra prediction). This improvement is less than the gains offered by our
proposed NRS upon the HEVC reference software backbone.
It is also our future study to migrate the NRS to the VVC
reference model for coding performance evaluation.
2) Qualitative Comparison: Reconstructed frames of different methods are visualized in Fig. 6. We can see that the
reconstructed frames of the default HEVC encoder still present

visible blocking and ringing artifacts, especially around the
basketball contour. Our proposed scheme, which takes into
account the joint effect of the two networks, produces visually
pleasing results, e.g., the edge of the basketball looks smooth
and round. A similar observation can be found in other
visualized images.
Along with the development of the NRS, there are several
other investigations which also leverage the powerful DNNs
to characterize the spatiotemporal information for enhancing
the HEVC coding efficiency. Next section will detail the
comparative studies to these state-of-the-arts.
C. Comparison to the State-of-the-Arts
Here, we compared the proposed NRS with state-of-theart methods VRF [20] and MIF [25]. Both VRF and MIF
leverage the spatiotemporal information as ours to improve
the coding efficiency. For fair comparisons, we applied the
same test conditions as listed in VRF and MIF.
Virtual Reference Frame (VRF) [20] proposed to synthesize a new reference frame for MEMC by exploring the
spatiotemporal information across temporal frames. It first
interpolated a virtual frame using the adaptive separable CNN
(ASCNN) [36] from preceding decoded reconstructions and
then applied stacked ResNets to further alleviate the compression artifacts of this virtual frame for quality enhancement.
In default, this enhanced virtual frame was pushed into
the decoded picture buffer for full-search-based R-D decision,
yielding 5.5% and 6.8% BD-Rate reductions under normal
QPs in CTC and larger QPs in low bit rate scenarios, respectively, as presented in Table II. However, the full-search-based
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Fig. 6. Qualitative Evaluation. We visualize the reconstructed frames of HEVC anchor, a direct concatenation of GenNet and EnhNet, a concatenation
of GenNet and EnhNet using the multi-level R-D selection, and the proposed NRS for comparison.
TABLE III
BD-R ATE (%) R EDUCTION OF MIF [25], EnhNet, AND NRS A GAINST THE
HEVC E NCODER W ITHOUT D EBLOCKING F ILTER AND SAO

R-D decision is expensive and increases the encoder complexity greatly. Thus, a simplification, referred to as S-VRF,
was also suggested in [20] to infer the collocated CTUs
directly from the enhanced virtual frame without an exhaustive
full motion search. However, S-VRF decreases the BD-Rate
gains to 2.2% and 3.6%. Currently, VRF works only for RA
configuration because the ASCNN employed to interpolate the
virtual frame only supports hierarchical frame interpolation

using one frame from the past and the other frame from
the future (in display order). In contrast to VRF, our NRS
provides 10.27% and 11.76% BD-Rate reductions against the
HEVC anchor at normal and large QPs, respectively, which is
almost 2× gains of VRF and ≈ 4× gains of S-VRF. Note that
currently the collocated CTU inferring is applied in GenNet
following the same way in S-VRF. We shall expect more
BD-Rate improvement if the NRS allows a full motion search
like that in VRF.
Both learning-based reconstruction enhancement and reference generation are implemented in VRF and NRS. The
superiority of our NRS to VRF probably comes from the differences that: 1) VRF places the reconstruction enhancement
after the virtual frame generation, while the NRS performs
the opposite. Even though there are mandated deblocking and
SAO filters in the default HEVC codec, the compression noise
would not be attenuated totally (see enlarged snapshots in the
second column of Fig. 6). Such noise could be non-linearly
amplified by the reference generation network in VRF and
become more difficult to be removed, further hurting the coding performance. 2) VRF simply concatenates two networks,
ignoring the interdependency in between. As aforementioned,
a direct concatenation of two neural models will trigger the
data overfitting problem. Although VRF attempts to prevent
the oversmoothing by applying CNN models to non-reference
frames only, this does not resolve the problem completely
because non-reference frames may contain oversmoothed pixels propagated from its reference already, which thus limits
the coding performance of VRF. In contrast to VRF, our NRS
takes the complex temporal reference dependency into account
to train more reliable and robust models. Together with the
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TABLE IV
T HE N UMBER OF PARAMETERS U SED IN MIF [25],
VRF [20], AND P ROPOSED NRS

multi-level R-D selection, the NRS can successfully mitigate the data overfitting problem and achieve higher coding
gains.
Multi-frame In-loop Filtering (MIF) [25] exploits the
spatiotemporal correlation across multiple frames to improve
the quality of reconstructed frames. It involves three in-loop
filtering tools, including the single-frame model, multi-frame
model, and the default adaptive filters in HEVC. The best
model is chosen for each 256×256 block by R-D optimization.
For a fair comparison, we followed the conventions used
in [25] where the anchor in-loop filters of HEVC are disabled.
In Table III, compared to the HEVC without deblocking and
SAO filters, MIF offers averaged 11.62% BD-Rate gains, while
our NRS outperforms MIF by providing 14.53% BD-Rate
reduction. Since MIF only emphasizes the reconstruction
enhancement, we further disabled GenNet and only retained
EnhNet in the NRS, which achieves 11.91% BD-Rate reduction. Therefore, allowing EnhNet in our NRS has shown
marginal performance to MIF. Interestingly, EnhNet uses only
the spatial correlation, while MIF relies on spatiotemporal
information. This shows that EnhNet could strongly capture
signal statistics to characterize structural and texture changes,
thereby suppressing noise and restoring quality.
D. Complexity Discussion
In addition to previous discussions on the coding efficiency
of NRS, this section discusses the model complexity. For
better understanding, we mainly provided comparative illustrations to existing VRF and MIF models.
The NRS requires much fewer parameters than VRF, i.e.,
about 10%. For example, as listed in Table IV, EnhNet costs
about 0.2M parameters and GenNet costs 2M parameters,
resulting in 2.2M parameters in total, while VRF totally
requires about 21.78M parameters. As reported previously,
the submodule EnhNet in the proposed NRS presents the
similar functionality as MIF for reconstruction enhancement,
and it requires slightly fewer model parameters than MIF in
Table IV, i.e., 0.2M versus 0.23M.
Furthermore, we provided time complexity of the proposed
NRS and HEVC encoder for comparison. Note that our
models are written in Python and run on GPU architectures,
while the HEVC reference encoder is implemented using
C/C++ and mostly tested on CPUs. As a result, the proposed
NRS runs on a hybrid environment where HEVC encoder
runs on CPU and HEVC compliant frame reconstruction and
synthesis run on GPU. Thus, the total time complexity of
the NRS actually includes the runtime dissipated among the
GenNet, EnhNet, and Others (e.g., HEVC encoding, data
transfer, and GPU initialization). We run the first 50 frames
of 18 test sequences from all classes with resolutions from

2560 × 1600 to 416 × 240. In Table VI, the average encoding
time per frame is reported for each class. Currently, our NRS
fails to process videos at a size of 2560 × 1600 because of
insufficient GPU memory. Thus, we equally sliced it into four
sub-pictures with 1280 × 800 resolution and processed them
consecutively. We observe that the average runtime of EnhNet
is less than 3% of the total NRS time while the runtime of
GenNet is more than 20%. On average, the proposed NRS is
1.8 times slower than the native HEVC encoder at QP value
37. Notice that the HEVC encoder requires longer runtime
as QP decreases while the runtime of NRS remains mostly
unchanged. This is because fast mode decisions, such as early
termination of intra mode or skip mode, are more frequently
used at large QPs for encoder speedup [62]. Hence, the time
percentage of NRS models will decline at small QPs.
Besides, we offered an intuitive discussion on the computational complexity of VRF, MIF, and our NRS. For VRF,
besides the additional computations for virtual reference generation and enhancement using CNN models, the complexity
of HEVC encoder will be greatly increased if the full motion
search on the virtual frame is enabled. Thus, S-VRF is proposed to perform the collocated CTU inferring without motion
search. For MIF, the computational burden mainly comes from
the block-based R-D decision on the optimal enhancement
filters. By contrast, the NRS adopts a lightweight multi-level
R-D selection policy (a frame-level R-D decision after EnhNet
and a CTU-level collocated inferring after GenNet). As such,
the encoding complexity of NRS is much less than that of
VRF and MIF.
VI. A BLATION S TUDIES
This section gives the ablation studies through examining
key modules in the NRS.
A. NRS Dissection
In order to understand where the coding efficiency improvement comes from, we dissected the complete NRS for evaluation by optionally disabling the EnhNet, the GenNet, the
multi-level R-D selection, as well as the proposed training
strategy.
1) Modularized Coding Gains: Table V gives an overview
of coding gains from sub-modules in the NRS. When referring
to GenNet or EnhNet, it means that only the corresponding
sub-module is enabled and the rest parts are disabled. For
instance, the option GenNet implies applying the reference
generation model for synthesizing virtual frames while the
EnhNet for reconstruction enhancement and associated training strategy are both turned off.
In comparison to the HEVC anchor, GenNet achieves only
averaged ≈1% BD-Rate gains across a wide bit rate range,
while EnhNet offers more than 7% BD-Rate gains. As seen,
the BD-Rate reduction introduced by the reference generation
is generally less than that from the reconstruction enhancement. A similar trend is also observed when we compared the
performance of VRF and MIF. This is because synthesizing a
new reference frame is just offering an optional inter mode
while suppressing the compression artifacts enhances most
coding modes in inter prediction.
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TABLE V
BD-R ATE (%) G AINS OF EnhNet, GenNet, NRS, AND P ROPOSED T RAINING S TRATEGY (N OTE T HAT M ULTI -L EVEL
R-D S ELECTION I S E NABLED IN D EFAULT IN T HIS STUDY )

TABLE VI
AVERAGED T IME C OMPLEXITY (S ECONDS PER F RAME ) C OMPARISON B ETWEEN THE NRS AND HEVC A NCHOR (QP = 37, RA C ONFIGURATION )

2) GenNet: As exemplified in VRF, the performance of
GenNet can be further improved by replacing the current
collocated CTU inferring with an exhaustive motion search.
In the meantime, the coding gain induced by GenNet is
also QP or bit rate dependent. It shows that the improvement
is increased at large QPs (or equivalent low bit rates). One
reason for this is that the compression noise at higher QPs
is more intensive and cannot be effectively alleviated by
the anchor loop filters as the scenario at lower QPs. Thus,
the synthesized reference frame that leverages both spatial
and temporal information could offer better prediction than
spatially-filtered reconstruction. This is verified experimentally
in Table VII where the collocated CTU inferring is selected
more frequently at higher QPs. For instance, at QP 22,
the collocated CTU from synthesized reference is unlikely
selected at barely 0.5%. As the QP increases, the probability
of collocated CTU inferring gradually improves. Particularly
at QP 42, average 29.0% CTUs will choose the collocated
CTU from the synthesized reference as their reconstructions.
3) EnhNet: On the other hand, we also presented the probability of selecting the EnhNet model in the reconstruction
enhancement stage, shown in Fig. 7. On average, 98% frames

at QP 22 will be filtered by EnhNet other than the default
in-loop filters in HEVC. As the QP increases, the probability
decreases but still dominates, e.g., at QP 37 and 42, 78% and
70% frames, respectively, will choose EnhNet. This shows
that relative to the anchor in-loop filters, EnhNet can provide
better R-D performance by effectively removing compression
artifacts from reconstructed frames.
4) Training Strategy: Referring to Table V, we can see
that a concatenation of GenNet and EnhNet plus the multilevel R-D selection improves EnhNet with marginal BD-Rate
gains, i.e., 7.82% of “GenNet + EnhNet” versus 7.56% of
“EnhNet”. The gains are apparently not additive.
In order to resolve the data overfitting problem incurred
by the temporal reference dependency in inter frame coding,
we introduce the progressive training for EnhNet and cycle
consistency training for GenNet. As observed in Table V as
well, the coding efficiency is incrementally improved by augmenting the cycle consistency or progressive training methods.
For example, on top of the “GenNet + EnhNet”, we further
include the cycle consistency to train GenNet, with which
it offers 8.11% and 9.47% BD-Rate reduction at normal and
large QPs, respectively. Similarly, we apply the progressive
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TABLE VII

TABLE IX

P ROBABILITY OF C OLLOCATED CTU I NFERRING AT D IFFERENT QP S

BD-R ATE (%) I MPROVEMENT OF O UR P ROPOSED NRS IN LDP
C ONFIGURATION A GAINST THE HEVC A NCHOR

TABLE X
BD-R ATE (%) G AINS OF ASCNN [36] AND DAIN [43]
A GAINST THE HEVC A NCHOR

TABLE VIII
BD-R ATE (%) P ERFORMANCE OF THE P ROPOSED M ULTI -L EVEL
R-D S ELECTION S TRATEGY

training to generate the EnhNet model and achieve 10.02%
and 11.19% BD-Rate gains. And, when both training strategies
are involved for deriving the models of GenNet and EnhNet,
the NRS presents the highest 10.27% and 11.76% BD-Rate
gains. All of these incremental gains report the effectiveness
of our proposed training strategy in deriving more robust and
accurate neural models.
5) Multi-Level R-D Selection: Table VIII reports the coding performance of our multi-level R-D selection method.
At first, we attempted to directly concatenate the EnhNet
and GenNet. In this case, EnhNet replaces the traditional
in-loop filters and GenNet generates the reference frame
for MEMC directly. Both EnhNet and GenNet are trained
separately without any proposed training strategy. Results
show that this direct concatenation suffers from severe performance degradation: the bit rate is reduced while the PSNR
drops even more. Consequently, we even cannot measure
the BD-Rate because of largely-misaligned bit rates with
the HEVC anchor. Then, in “Collocated CTU Inferring”,
we let the MEMC engine choose between synthesized and
conventional reference frames. As seen, 3.56% and 3.01%
BD-Rate gains are achieved against the anchor at normal

and large QPs, respectively. We further added the framelevel MSE-based R-D decision to equip our NRS with the
“Multi-level R-D selection”. Experiments reveal higher coding
gains with 7.82% and 8.84% BD-Rate reductions. We also
visualized the reconstructed snapshots in Fig. 6 for qualitative
comparison. As shown clearly, a simple model concatenation
leads to noticeable artifacts and oversmoothed pixels. When
the multi-level R-D selection is enforced, the visual quality
is significantly improved. These quantitative and qualitative
results confirm the effectiveness of multi-level R-D selection
used in the NRS.
B. Model Generalization
This part shows that our proposed NRS can generalize itself
to various application scenarios.
1) Low-Delay P Scenario: In addition to the RA configuration, we tested the performance of our NRS in the LDP
coding scenario. Here, GenNet is retrained using the proposed
training strategy. Note that for GenNet, frame extrapolation is
required in LDP and thus the Step 2 in the cycle consistency
training is unable to be deployed. We hence adopted only
Step 1 and Step 3 to train the GenNet model. As shown
in Table IX, our NRS still achieves remarkable 10.82% and
11.41% BD-rate reduction over the HEVC anchor at normal
and large QPs, respectively.
2) Advanced Frame Synthesis: The temporal alignment and
warping plays an important role in GenNet. Instead of the
proposed flow-based method, we also deployed the state-ofthe-art kernel-based ASCNN [36] and hybrid depth-aware
video frame interpolation (DAIN) [43] for reference frame
generation. Other configurations remained the same for a fair
comparison.
As reported in Table X, ASCNN offers 10.12% and 11.50%
BD-Rate gains at normal and large QPs, respectively, while
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Fig. 7. Probability of EnhNet Selection. The percentage of choosing EnhNet model for reconstruction enhancement is presented. All sequences are encoded
using RA configuration. A total of 50 frames are tested for each sequence.
TABLE XI
BD-R ATE (%) G AINS OF A LTERNATIVE P REDICTION U SING S YNTHESIZED R EFERENCE F RAME

DAIN offers 10.77% and 12.27%. In comparison to GenNet,
the coding improvement is negligible (and even negative for
ASCNN). Recall that both ASCNN and DAIN require a
large number of model parameters, e.g., ASCNN has around
21M parameters and DAIN has as large as 24M parameters,
while our GenNet desires only 2M parameters. Besides, the
GFLOPs of ASCNN and DAIN are 16.3 and 186.0 which is
5× and 45× more than the GFLOPs required by GenNet.
This reveals the efficiency of our proposed method on the
exploration of temporal correlations.
3) Alternative Predictions Using Synthesized Reference:
As illustrated in Fig. 1, upon the reference frame generated
by GenNet, our NRS adopts the collocated CTU inferring
strategy where the synthesized CTU is used as the prediction
to compensate current CTU without residual coding. Here,
we conducted more prediction options for the use of the
synthesized reference frame for comparison. The results are
shown in Table XI where normal QPs are evaluated.
•

Similar to [20], the reference frame generated is further
enhanced by EnhNet before being fetched for compensation through collocated CTU inferring. The results
are shown in the column “Synthesized Frame Enhancing + Collocated CTU Inferring” of Table XI, where
the overall improvement of NRS is slightly decreased
from 10.27% to 10.20%. This demonstrates that it is
probably redundant to enhance the synthesized frame
again since the reconstructed frames used to generate the synthesized frame have already been processed
by EnhNet.

•

•

As suggested by [22], we not only used the collocated
CTU as the prediction of current CTU but also applied
the residual coding. As in the column “Collocated CTU
Inferring + CTU Residual Coding” of Table XI, unfortunately, this option shows performance loss relative to the
original NRS, i.e., from 10.27% to 9.97%, which might
be due to the fact that the residual compensation at CTU
level could not balance the bit rate increase.
Furthermore, we applied the collocated block inferring
and residual coding at coding unit (CU) level with finer
granularity. In this option, collocated CUs with a size
of 8 × 8 or greater are used to compensate the current
block and corresponding prediction residuals are encoded.
The results are given in the column “Collocated CU
Inferring + CU Residual Coding” in Table XI, showing
slight improvement over the NRS.
VII. C ONCLUSION

We propose the neural reference synthesis (NRS) for
high-efficiency inter frame coding. The NRS exploits the spatiotemporal correlations of reconstructed frames to characterize the structural and texture variations of videos for generating
more accurate inter-prediction blocks than the anchor video
encoder. Specifically, we design EnhNet for reconstruction
enhancement by solely utilizing the spatial correlations within
the current frame and then augment GenNet for reference
frame generation with spatiotemporal coherency across temporal frames. More importantly, in inter frame coding, if we
simply concatenate the EnhNet and GenNet for MEMC
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without considering the temporal reference dependency, a data
overfitting problem will be triggered because of the implicit
iterative CNN processing on reference blocks, which greatly
degrades the coding performance and subjective quality of
reconstructed frames. To address this issue, we suggest progressive training and cycle consistent training to produce
more robust and generalizable EnhNet and GenNet models,
respectively, and also we develop the multi-level R-D selection
method, allowing the encoder to select a better reference from
the proposed NRS or conventional MEMC.
When our proposed NRS is incorporated into the HEVC
reference encoder, it shows remarkable coding gains, e.g.,
more than 10% BD-Rate reduction on average, for a variety of
contents encoded at a wide range of bit rates, in both low-delay
and random access application scenarios. Compared with the
state-of-the-art learning-based approaches which also leverage the spatiotemporal information for coding performance
improvement, our proposed NRS reports superior performance
with much less demand on resources.
An interesting topic is migrating the NRS to
recently-approved VVC for coding performance evaluation.
Bedsides, in existing work, most learning-based models are
QP dependent. Thus, how to develop a unified neural model
for a wide range of bit rates is worth further investigation.
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